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Abstract—Recent progress in deep generative models has
improved the quality of voice conversion in the speech domain.
However, high-quality singing voice conversion (SVC) of unseen
singers remains challenging due to the wider variety of musical
expressions in pitch, loudness, and pronunciation. Moreover,
singing voices are often recorded with reverb and accompaniment
music, which make SVC even more challenging. In this work,
we present a robust one-shot SVC (ROSVC) that performs
any-to-any SVC robustly even on such distorted singing voices.
To this end, we first propose a one-shot SVC model based
on generative adversarial networks that generalizes to unseen
singers via partial domain conditioning and learns to accurately
recover the target pitch via pitch distribution matching and
AdaIN-skip conditioning. We then propose a two-stage training
method called Robustify that train the one-shot SVC model in
the first stage on clean data to ensure high-quality conversion,
and introduces enhancement modules to the encoders of the
model in the second stage to enhance the feature extraction from
distorted singing voices. To further improve the voice quality and
pitch reconstruction accuracy, we finally propose a hierarchical
diffusion model for singing voice neural vocoders. Experimental
results show that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-
art one-shot SVC baselines for both seen and unseen singers and
significantly improves the robustness against distortions.

Index Terms—one-shot singing voice conversion, noise robust,
neural vocoder, diffusion models

I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of singing voice conversion (SVC) is to convert
a source singing voice into another singer’s voice while
maintaining the melody and lyrical content of the given source.
SVC has attracted increasing attention due to its potential
applications over a wide area including content creation,
education, and entertainment. Despite recent advancements of
voice conversion in speech domain, SVC remains challenging
owing to following reasons: (1) singing voices have a wider
variety of pitch, loudness, and pronunciation owing to dif-
ferent styles of musical expression, which make them more
challenging to model; (2) human perception is often sensitive
to a singing voice with pitch error because it is perceived
as off-pitch and fails to maintain the melodic contents; (3)
the scarcity of large-scale clean singing voice datasets hinders
generalization of SVC models; and (4) SVC models are prone
to distortion of input singing voices. As a result, many SVC
approaches have focused on converting a singing voice into
those seen during the training (known as a many-to-many case)
in relatively small and clean datasets [1]–[12]. However, it is
often difficult or even impossible to collect a clean singing
voice from the target singer in advance. Thus, extending SVC
models to unseen target singers (known as a any-to-any case)
is an inevitable requirement for many practical applications.
Moreover, in many cases a singing voice will be modified
with a reverb effect and face interference from music, as a
singer will often sing along with accompaniment music. The

distortions caused by the interference of music and reverb
contaminates the singing voice and hinders the extraction of
the acoustic features required for SVC (e.g., pitch, linguistic
content, and singer’s voice characteristics), thus leading to
a severe degradation in the SVC performance. One way
to mitigate this problem is to use music source separation
and dereverberation algorithms to remove music and reverb
from recordings. However, they often produce non-negligible
artefacts, and using such processed samples for input to an
SVC system will still considerably degrade the SVC quality.

In this paper, we propose a robust one-shot singing voice
conversion (ROSVC) that robustly generates the singing voice
of any target singer from any source singing content even
with a distorted voice. The proposed model takes as reference
less than ten seconds of the singing voice from a (possibly
unseen) target singer and converts the source singer’s voice
robustly in a one-shot manner even when the singing voice
has interference from accompaniment music and modified with
the reverb effects. To this end, we propose three components;
(i) a neural network architecture and training framework that
enables one-shot SVC with accurate pitch control, (ii) a two-
stage training called Robustify that improves the robustness
of the feature extraction against the distortions of the input
singing voice, and (iii) a hierarchical diffusion model for a
singing voice vocoder that learns multiple diffusion models
at different sampling rates to improve the quality and pitch
stability.

Our intensive experiments on the NUS48E, NHSS, and
MUSDB18 datasets show that the proposed method outper-
forms five one-shot VC baselines on both seen and unseen
singers and significantly improves the robustness against dis-
tortions caused by reverb and accompaniment music.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

1) We propose a network architecture and training method
for one-shot singing voice conversion to enables the
generation of high quality singing voice with accurate
pitch recovery.

2) To consider a more practical and challenging scenario
of singing voice containing accompaniment music and
reverb, we propose a framework called Robustify that
significantly improves the robustness of the SVC model
against such distortions.

3) We further propose a hierarchical diffusion model-based
neural vocoder to generate a high-quality singing voice

4) We conduct extensive experiments using various singing
voice datasets and show that the proposed method
outperforms state-of-the-art one-shot SVC models and
significantly improves the robustness against distortions
caused by interference from accompaniment music and
reverb.
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Part of this work on the hierarchical diffusion model-based
neural vocoder was published as a conference paper [13],
that focused on the vocoding task for ground truth acoustic
features. In the paper, we newly propose a novel one-shot SVC
that is robust against distortions and investigate the hierarchical
diffusion model-based neural vocoder on the challenging SVC
scenario.

Audio samples are available at our website *.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Singing voice conversion

Unique challenges in SVC is to accurately recover the target
pitch and handle wide variety of pitch, loudness, and musical
expression. Initial SVC approaches tackled the SVC problem
by utilizing parallel data [1], [14]. Several methods have been
proposed to overcome the necessity of the expensive parallel
data by using deep generative models such as autoregressive
models [2], [3], [7], [15], variational autoencoders [5], GANs
[4], [8], [9], [11], and diffusion models [6]. However, they
are limited to many(any)-to-many or many-to-one cases and
cannot handle unseen target singers. Other approaches leverage
a speaker recognition network (SRN) to extract the speaker
embeddings from reference audio [15]. Li et al. [16] investi-
gated a hierarchical speaker representation for one-shot SVC.
Our approach is different as their training objectives are to
reconstruct the input voice from disentangled features and
the conversion is done only during inference by changing the
speaker embeddings, while in our approach, the input voices
are converted during the training so that it does not suffer from
training-inference mode gap and more directly constrains the
converted samples. Moreover, all previous approaches focus on
clean singing voice and are prone to distortions. In contrast,
our work aims at any-to-any SVC on possibly distorted singing
voice without parallel data.

B. One-shot voice conversion

One-shot VC has been actively investigated in the speech
domain [17]–[20]. AdaIN-VC [17] uses a speaker encoder
to extract speaker embeddings and condition the decoder
using adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) layers. VQVC+
[18] extracts speaker-independent content embeddings us-
ing vector quantization and utilizes the residual information
as speaker information. Fragment-VC [20] utilizes a cross-
attention mechanism to use fragments from reference samples
to produce a converted voice. Although these approaches have
shown promising results on speech, they cannot be scaled
to singing voices due to their simplicity, as shown in our
experiment.

C. Noise robust voice conversion

There have been a few attempts to improve the robustness
of speech VC against noise by using a clean–noisy speech
pair to learn noise robust representations [21], [22]. These
approaches are not directly applicable because our model

*https://t-naoya.github.io/rosvc/

converts the singer identity during the training and there is
no denoised target that we can utilize to train the model via
some reconstruction losses. Xie et al. propose leveraging a
pre-trained denoising model and directly using noisy speech
as a target signal [23]. In these studies, environmental sounds
are used as noise, which is uncorrelated to voice. In contrast,
we consider reverb and accompaniment music as noise, which
can be more challenging because accompaniment music often
contains a similar harmonic structure to the singing voice, and
strong reverb effects on the singing voice make robust feature
extraction more difficult.

D. Neural vocoder

Voice conversion models often operate in acoustic feature
domains to efficiently model the mapping of speech charac-
teristics. Neural vocoders are often used for generating high-
quality waveform from acoustic features [24]–[29]. A number
of generative models have been adopted to neural vocoders
including autoregressive models [24], [25], [30], generative
adversarial networks (GANs) [28], [31]–[33], and flow-based
models [26], [27]. Recently, diffusion models [34], [35] have
been shown to generate high-fidelity samples in a wide range
of areas [36] and have been adopted for neural vocoders in
the speech domain [29], [37]. Although they are efficiently
trained by maximizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO) and
can produce high-quality speech data, the inference speed is
relatively slow compared to other non-autoregressive model-
based vocoders as they require many iterations to generate
the data. To address this problem, PriorGrad [38] introduces
a data-dependent prior, i.e., Gaussian distribution with a diag-
onal covariance matrix whose entries are frame-wise energies
of the mel-spectrogram. As the noise drawn from the data-
dependent prior provides an initial waveform closer to the
target than the noise from a standard Gaussian, PriorGrad
achieves faster convergence and inference with a superior
performance. SpecGrad [39] further improves the prior by
incorporating the spectral envelope of the mel-spectrogram to
introduce noise that is more similar to the target signal.

However, we found that state-of-the-art neural vocoders
provide insufficient quality when they are applied to a singing
voice. In this work, we address this problem by proposing a
hierarchical diffusion model.

III. PROPOSED ONE-SHOT SVC FRAMEWORK

We base our SVC model on the generative adversar-
ial network (GAN)-based voice conversion model called
StarGANv2-VC [40]. Although StarGANv2-VC yields excel-
lent sample quality in speech voice conversion, it has several
limitations when it applied to SVC: (i) It is limited to the
many(any)-to-many case and cannot generate the singing voice
of unseen speakers. (ii) When it is applied to a singing voice,
the converted voice often sounds off-pitch. (iii) It does not have
pitch controllability, which is important for SVC as converted
singing voices are often played with an accompaniment and
thus the pitch should be aligned with the accompaniment
music. (iv) The conversion quality is severely degraded when
the singing voices contain reverb and accompaniment music.

https://t-naoya.github.io/rosvc/
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Fig. 1. Robust one-shot SVC framework. (a) The generator is conditioned on the style vector and the target f0 to be reconstructed in the converted sample.
The target f0 is obtained by scaling the source f0 to match the target distribution based on the domain statistics. (b),(c) Unlike the mapping network, the
style encoder is domain-independent and yet trained to fool the domain-specific discriminators. The encoders are refined to improve the robustness against
input distortions in the second stage of the training.

To address these problems, we first extend StarGANv2-VC
by introducing a domain-independent style encoder for en-
abling one-shot voice conversion (Sec.III-A) and introduce
AdaIN-skip pitch conditioning to enable accurate pitch control
(Sec.III-B). We then introduce a two-stage training framework
called Robustify to improve the robustness of the feature
extraction against the distortions (in Sec. IV). Finally, we
introduce a hierarchical diffusion model for the singing voice
vocoder to enable high-quality signing voice waveform gen-
eration (Sec.s V).

A. One-shot SVC framework with domain-specific and
domain-independent modules

The overview of the proposed one-shot SVC framework
is shown in Figure 1. The generator G(h, f trg0 , s) converts
the source mel-spectrogram Xsrc into a sample in the target
domain Xtrg based on an encoder output h = E(Xsrc),
target fundamental frequency (F0) f trg0 , and style embedding
s, where the domain in our case is the singer identity. h is
a time-varying feature expected to contain linguistic contents
while s is a global feature expected to contain the singer’s
voice characteristics. The discriminator D consists of shared
layers followed by domain-specific heads to classify whether
the input is real or fake on each target domain via adversarial
loss

Ladv = EX,ftrg
0 ,s[logD(X, ysrc)−logD(G(h, f trg0 , s), ytrg)],

(1)
where ytrg ∈ Y denotes the target domain. Although the
domain-specific discriminator helps make the generator’s out-
puts realistic and similar to the target domain, we further
promote the conversion by introducing an additional classifier
C. The classifier C() takes as input the generated sample and
is trained to identify the source domain ysrc via classification
loss Lcl(y) while the generator is trained to fool the classifier

via the adversarial classification loss Lac(y):

Lcl = EX,ftrg
0 ,s[CE(C(G(h, f

trg
0 , s)), ysrc)], (2)

Lac = EX,ftrg
0 ,s[CE(C(G(h, f

trg
0 , s)), ytrg)], (3)

where CE denotes the cross-entropy loss. The style embedding
s is obtained by either the style encoder or the mapping
network. Given the target domain ytrg, the mapping network
M transforms a random latent code z ∼ N (0, 1) into the style
embedding as s = M(z, ytrg). In the original StarGANv2
[40], [41], the mapping network, style encoder, and discrim-
inator have domain-specific projection heads to enable the
model to easily handle domain-specific information and focus
on diversity within the domain. However, this architecture
limits the conversion within the pre-defined domains, which
is many-to-many SVC in our case. To enable any-to-any
one-shot SVC, we propose using a domain-independent style
encoder S(X) while keeping the domain-specific heads for
the mapping network and discriminator. By doing so, the
style encoder does not require the domain code and can then
transform any singer’s voice during the inference time while
the domain-specific mapping network and discriminator still
guide the model to handle the domain-specific information. We
empirically demonstrate that this design does not deteriorate
the conversion quality compared to the original many-to-many
model. Note that the mapping network is not utilized for
inference, as our goal is one-shot SVC, but it isstill useful
for guiding the model to learn domain specific characteristics
and the diversity within the domains.

B. Pitch conditioning

Unlike speech voice conversion, accurate pitch reconstruc-
tion is essential for SVC to maintain the melodic content.
Although the StarGANv2-VC model in [40] uses the f0 feature
extracted from the source by an F0 estimation network to
guide the generation, the output is only weakly constrained
to have a normalized F0 trajectory similar to that of the
source. Therefore, the absolute pitch of the converted sample
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is uncontrollable, and we found that it often produces off-
pitch singing voices. To address this problem, we propose
conditioning the generator on the target pitch and force the
converted sample to reconstruct the exact conditioned pitch:

Lf0 = EX,ftrg
0 ∼Fy,s[∥f

trg
0 − F (G(h, f trg0 , s))∥1], (4)

where F (X) is the F0 network that estimates the F0 value of
the input X in Hertz. Ideally, the target F0 should be sampled
from the F0 distribution of the target domain f trg0 ∼ Fy

to fool the domain-specific discriminator and the classifier
while maintaining the melodic content. To achieve this, we
stochastically scale the source F0 by α = P(ysrc, ytrg) during
the training, where P is the scale sampler for matching the
F0 distribution of the scaled source F0 with that of the F0
in the target domain. We pre-compute the F0 histogram for
the singers in the training set and sample the scale value so
that the mean of the scaled pitch mean(αfsrc0 ) matches the
target singer’s F0 distribution during the training. During the
inference time, we simply compute the scale value as a ratio
of the mean F0 values α = mean(f trg0 )/mean(fsrc0 ).

The generator architecture for the pitch conditioning is
shown in Figure 1 (d). In StarGANv2-VC [40], pitch features
are concatenated with the encoder output h and fed to the
AdaIN layers, but we found that the model struggles to recover
the absolute target pitch with this architecture because the
absolute value of the target pitch tends to be lost due to the
instance normalization in the AdaIN operation. Therefore, we
propose skipping the AdaIN layers for pitch conditioning by
concatenating the F0 features obtained from the f0 by a con-
volution layer to the features after AdaIN and nonlinearities.
This enables us to preserve the absolute pitch information and
accurately recover the pitch.

C. Training objectives

The goal of our one-shot SVC training is to learn
mapping functions E,G, S that convert a sample X ∈
XYsrc from the source singer Ysrc into a sample X̂ =
G(E(X), f trg0 , S(Xtrg)) ∈ XYtrg

in the target singer’s do-
main Ytrg specified by Xtrg ∈ XYtrg

while maintaining the
lyric content in X and recovering the target pitch f trg0 in X̂ . To
achieve this, we additionally incorporate the following losses.
To maintain the linguistic contents, the speech consistency
loss,

Lasr = EX,s[∥A(X)−A(G(h(X), f0, s))∥1], (5)

is employed by using an automatic speech recognition model
A. To ensure that the singer style is extracted from the
reference singer and refracted to the generated singing voice,
the style reconstruction loss,

Lsty = EX,s[∥s− S(G(h(X), f0, s))∥1], (6)

is introduced. We also enforce the model to generate diverse
samples with different style embeddings s1, s2 by maximizing
the style diversification loss,

Lds = EX,s1,s2 [∥G(h(X), f0, s1)−G(h(X), f0, s2)∥1]. (7)
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Fig. 2. Overview of Robustify training scheme. The same scheme is applied
for the style encoder. After the encoder is trained on clean data, we freeze
the parameters and insert pre- and post-enhancement blocks in the encoder.
The distortions are simulated by convolving RIR, adding accompaniment,
and separating the singing voice by a source separation model. We train
only enhancement blocks by minimizing the distance between embeddings
extracted from clean and distorted samples.

Lastly, the cycle consistency loss is employed to preserve all
other features of the input as

Lcyc = E[∥X −G(h(G(h(X), f ′0, s
′)), f0, s)∥1]. (8)

The overall objectives for modules E,G, S,M,D,C are given
by

LE,G,S,M = Ladv + λacLac + λf0Lf0 + λstyLsty

− λdsLds + λasrLasr + λcycLcyc,

LD,C = −Ladv + λclLcl,

(9)

where λac, λf0 , λsty, λds, λasrλcyc, λadv, λcl are the weight
parameters. Unlike StarGANv2-VC, the proposed method does
not need to know the target domain Ytrg during the inference
but instead extracts the singer embedding from a short refer-
ence sample. With sufficient diversity in the training data, the
singer embedding space can cover many different styles, and
the style encoder learns to extract the style from a reference
sample. This enable us to apply our method to a sample from
an unseen speaker.

IV. ROBUSTIFY: TWO-STAGE TRAINING FOR
IMPROVING ROBUSTNESS

Although the model described above achieves high-quality
one-shot SVC on clean data, the quality of a generated sample
will be degraded if the source and/or target samples have
distortions such as the interference of accompaniment music or
reverb effect. To overcome this problem, we introduce a two-
stage training method called Robustify that aims to improve the
quality of SVC against the distorted inputs. Since it is fairly
feasible to collect clean singing voices from some singers
during the development, in the first stage, we train the one-
shot SVC model on the clean dataset (as described in Sec. III).
Once the model is trained, we freeze the model parameters and
insert two new enhancement blocks, namely, pre- and post-
enhancement blocks, in the encoder and the style encoder as
shown in Figure 2. Let Ẽθ and S̃ψ denote the encoder and style
encoder in which the enhancement blocks are added, where θ
and ψ are the parameters of the enhancement blocks in Ẽ and
S̃, respectively. The distortion is simulated by convolving a
room impulse response (RIR) r to the singing voice and adding
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instrumental music m. We then leverage a pre-trained vocal
separation network ξ called D3Net [42] to extract the vocals
from the mixture, which alleviates the significant characteristic
change of the input caused by the interference of music. The
distorted sample x′ is obtained by

X ′ = ζ(x) = Mel(ξ(x ∗ r +m)), (10)

where x denotes a time domain singing voice, ∗ denotes
convolution, Mel the mel feature extraction function, and X =
Mel(x). We train the newly added enhancement blocks by
minimizing the L1 distance between the embeddings extracted
from clean samples by the original frozen encoder and the
outputs obtained by the encoders with enhancement blocks
from the distorted samples,

Lθro = Ex,r,m[∥E(X)− Ẽθ(X
′)∥1 + λ∥E(X)− Ẽθ(X)∥1],

Lψro = Ex,r,m[∥S(X)− S̃ψ(X
′)∥1 + λ∥S(X)− S̃ψ(X)∥1],

where the second and fourth terms are regularization terms
to ensure that the enhancement blocks do not deteriorate the
performance of clean samples, and λ is the weight. The pre-
enhancement block is placed after the initial convolution layer
while the post-enhancement block is introduced at the end of
the encoder. We find that this architecture provides a lower
Lro loss than the pre- or post-enhancement only settings.
Each enhancement block consists of two residual blocks that
have the same architecture as those in the encoder. Note that
the output of the separation network is not perfect and still
contains reverb, interference, and artefacts introduced by the
separation network, so using the separated vocals directly
without the enhancement blocks still degrades the SVC quality
considerably, as shown in our experiment (Sec. VII-C).

The proposed two-stage training has several advantages.
First, since we freeze the encoders and generator trained on the
clean data, we can guarantee that the training on the distorted
data in the second stage will not deteriorate the quality of the
SVC on clean data by skipping enhancement blocks. Thus,
the model can harness the advantage of clean data when
the test samples are also known to be clean. Moreover, the
Robustify scheme greatly reduces the maximum computation
and memory cost required for training compared to when
the entire model is trained to handle distorted samples from
scratch. This is because we can omit the modules required
for synthesizing the distorted samples (i.e., reverb and vocal
separation modules) from the first stage while omitting the
generator, discriminator, classifier, and mapping network from
the second stage. This makes it possible to train a robust model
on a single GPU and apply data augmentation on the fly.

V. HIERARCHICAL DIFFUSION MODELS FOR SINGING
VOICE VOCODER

As described in Sec. II-D, neural vocoders are utilized to re-
cover the waveform from the mel-spectrogram. We found that
state-of-the-art neural vocoders [24], [28], [33] still struggle
to generat high-quality singing voices and tend to produce
unnatural shakes in pitch when the source singing voice
contains vibrato, even after we trained models on singing voice

data. To overcome this problem, we propose a hierarchical
diffusion model for a singing voice vocoder. The proposed
hierarchical diffusion model learns multiple diffusion models
at different sampling rates in parallel. The diffusion model
at the lowest sampling rate can focus of the recovery of
the accurate fundamental frequency components while the
models at higher sampling rates can leverage the outputs of the
models at the lower sampling rate and focus on adding high
frequency components. In the following subsections, we first
summarize diffusion-based neural vocoders and then describe
the proposed hierarchical diffusion model.

A. Denoising diffusion probabilistic models (DDPM)

DDPMs consist of two Markov chains called the forward
and reverse processes. The forward process gradually diffuses
the data x0 into a standard Gaussian xT , as

q(x1:T |x0) =
T∏
t=1

q(xt|xt−1), (11)

where q(xt|xt−1) := N(xt;
√
1− βtxt−1, βtI) is a transition

probability at a time-step t that adds a small Gaussian noise
on the basis of a noise schedule βt ∈ {β1, · · · , βT }. This
formulation enables us to directly sample xt from x0 as:

xt =
√
ᾱtx0 +

√
(1− ᾱt)ϵ, (12)

where αt = 1 − βt, ᾱt =
∏t
s=1 αs, and ϵ ∼ N (0, I). The

noise schedule is designed to make ᾱT very small so that
xT converges to ϵ ∼ N (0, I). The reverse process gradually
transforms the prior noise p(xT ) = N (xT ; 0, I) to data as:

p(x0:T ) = p(xT )

T∏
t=1

pθ(xt−1|xt), (13)

where pθ(xt−1|xt) := N (xt−1;µθ(xt, t), σ
2
θ(xt, t)I) is a tran-

sition probability that corresponds to the reverse of q(xt|xt−1)
and is modeled by a deep neural network parameterized
by θ. As shown in [35], pθ(xt−1|xt) can be given by
N (µθ(xt, t), σθ(xt, t)) with

µθ(xt, t) =
1

√
αt

(xt −
βt√
1− ᾱt

ϵθ(xt, t)), (14)

and σ2
θ(xt, t) = 1−ᾱt−1

1−ᾱt
βt, where ϵθ(xt, t) is a deep neural

network that predics the noise ϵ added at time t in (12). The
model ϵθ(xt, t) can be learned by maximizing the ELBO:

ELBO = −
T∑
t=1

κtEx0,ϵ[||ϵ− ϵθ(xt, t)||2] + C, (15)

where κt = βt

2α(1−ᾱt−1)
for t > 1, 1

2α for t = 1 and C is a
constant.

Many followup works use a simplified loss function instead
by setting κt = 1 [29], [35], [38] as suggested in [35]. DDPMs
have also been adopted in neural vocoders [29], [37]. The
DDPM-based vocoders iteratively denoise the signal xt on
the basis of the acoustic feature c using the noise estimation
network ϵθ(xt, c, t) to obtain the corresponding waveform x0
starting from the noise sampled from the prior xT .
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B. PriorGrad

The standard Gaussian prior in DDPMs offers a simple
solution without assuming anything about the target data.
However, it requires many steps to obtain high-quality data,
thus hindering efficient training and sampling. PriorGrad [38]
reduces the number of steps by using an adaptive prior
N (0,Σc) in the case of neural vocoders, where σ2

i in the
diagonal variance Σc is a frame-level normalized energy of
the mel-spectrogram at the ith sample. Σc is calculated from
a mel-spectrogram c as Σc = diag[(σ2

0 , · · · , σ2
L)]. The loss

function is accordingly modified to

L = Ex0,ϵ,t[||ϵ− ϵθ(xt, c, t)||2Σ−1 ], (16)

where ||x||2Σ−1 = x⊤Σ−1x. In comparison to the standard
Gaussian prior, the power envelope of the adaptive prior is
closer to that of the target signal. This results in the diffusion
model requiring fewer reverse diffusion steps to converge.

C. Hierarchical diffusion probabilistic model

While PriorGrad has demonstrated promising results with
speech data, we found that the quality of generated voices is
unsatisfactory when adopted for singing voices. This discrep-
ancy may arise from the increased diversity in pitch, loudness,
and musical expressions such as vibrato and falsetto. To ad-
dress this issue, we propose improving diffusion model-based
neural vocoders by modeling the singing voice in multiple
resolutions. An overview of the proposed hierarchical diffusion
model is depicted in Figure 3. Given the sampling rate fs,
the proposed method learns diffusion models at N different
sampling rates fs = f1s > f2s > · · · > fNs independently.
The model at the sampling rate f is is conditioned on common
acoustic features c, and the data at the lower sampling rate
f i+1
s as piθ(x

i
t−1|xit, c, xi+1

0 ) except for the model at fNs ,
which is conditioned only on c. To avoid dependency on other
models, the noise estimation models are conditioned using the
ground truth data xi+1

0 = Di(Hi(xi0)) as ϵiθ(x
i
t, c, x

i+1
0 , t)

during the training, where Di(.) denotes the down-sampling
function and Hi(.) denotes the anti-aliasing filter for the signal
at the sampling rate of f is.

Algorithm 1 Training of Hierarchical PriorGrad
Given: f1s > · · · > fNs
for i = 1, · · · , N do in parallel

repeat
xi0 ∼ qidata, ϵ

i ∼ N (0,Σc), t ∼ U([0, · · · , T ])
xi+1
0 = Di(Hi(xi0)) if i < N ; else xi+1

0 = Null
xit =

√
ᾱtx

i
0 +

√
(1− ᾱt)ϵ

L = ||ϵi − ϵθ(x
i
t, c, x

i+1
0 , t)||2

Update the model parameter θ with ∇θL
until converged

end for

Since the noise ϵ is linearly added to the original data x0
as in (12) and the model has direct access to the ground truth
lower-sampling rate data xi+1

0 , the noise prediction for low-
frequency components from xit and xi+1

0 can be simplified
by avoiding the complicated acoustic feature-to-waveform
transformation. This enables the model to dedicate its capacity
more on the transformation of high-frequency components.
As the data at lower sampling rates (fNs = 6 kHz in our
experiments) become much simpler to model compared to the
original sampling frequency f1s , the models at lower sampling
rates can more easily model the low-frequency components,
which is crucial for accurate pitch recovery of a singing voice.

For inference, we first generate the data at the lowest sam-
pling rate fNs , x̂N0 , and progressively generate the data for the
higher sampling rates x̂i0, (i = N − 1, · · · , 1) by conditioning
the model ϵiθ on the generated sample x̂i+1

0 . As shown in our
experiment VIII-C, the proposed model indeed uses the x̂i0 to
generate the lower-frequency components of x̂i+1

0 while the
higher-frequency components are generated on the basis of
c. This mode shift occurs around the Nyquist frequency of
the conditioned signal at the lower-sampling rate. In practice,
there is a discrepancy between the conditioning signal used
in the training and inference modes: namely, the ground truth
data used for training xi+1

0 = Di(Hi(xi0)) do not contain a
signal around the Nyquist frequency owing to the anti-aliasing
filter and the model while the generated sample used for
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Fig. 4. Effect of anti-aliasing filter in the case of N = 2, f1
s = 24000, f2

s =
6000. Noise is produced around the Nyquist frequency when we directly use
the generated waveform at the lower sampling rate without anti-aliasing filter.

inference x̂i+1
0 may contain some signal around there due to

the imperfect predictions. This discrepancy can produce noise
around the Nyquist frequency at the inference time because
the model can rely on the fact that the conditioned signal does
not contain any signal around the Nyquist frequency during
the training, and small noise around the Nyquist frequency
in x̂i+1

0 can be unexpectedly magnified, as shown in Figure
4 (a). To address this problem, we propose applying the anti-
aliasing filter to x̂i+1

0 to condition the noise prediction model
to generate x̂i0 as

ϵ̂ = ϵiθ(x
i
t, c,H(x̂i+1

0 ), t). (17)

Applying the anti-aliasing filter matches the frequency charac-
teristics and removes the noise around the Nyquist frequencies,
as shown in Figure 4 (b). The training and inference proce-
dures for the combination with PriorGrad are summarized in
Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.

Note that the proposed hierarchical diffusion model can
be combined with many types of diffusion models, such as
DiffWave [29], PriorGrad [38], and SpecGrad [39].

Algorithm 2 Inference of Hierarchical PriorGrad
Given: f1s > · · · > fNs
x̂N+1
0 = Null

for i = N,N − 1, · · · , 1 do
xiT ∼ N (0,Σc)
for t = T, T − 1, · · · , 1 do
z ∼ N (0,Σc) if T > 1; else z = 0
xit−1 = 1√

αt
(xit −

βt√
1−ᾱt

ϵθ(x
i
t, c,H(x̂i+1

0 ), t)) + σtz
end for

end for x0 = x10

D. Network architecture

We use the base model architecture on DiffWave [29], as in
PriorGrad [38]. The network architecture consists of L residual
layers of bidirectional dilated convolution having repeated
dilation factors. The layers are grouped into m blocks with
each block having a dilation factor of [1, 2, · · · , 2l−1] where
l = L

m (please refer to [29] for more details). Our approach
can take advantage of modeling in the lower sampling rates
and a shallower network can cover the long signal length in
seconds. In contrast to DiffWave and PriorGrad, which use

Fig. 5. Receptive field at different sampling rates. The same architecture
covers a longer time period at lower sampling rates.

L = 30, l = 10 to cover 256ms of receptive fields at 24
kHz, the proposed model can cover 320ms of receptive fields
with L = 24, l = 8 for all models at different sampling rates
and fNs = 6kHz. As shown in our experiments, this mitigates
the increase of computational cost due to the multi-resolution
modeling and provides nearly the same computational cost as
the original diffusion model when N = 2.

As illustrated in Figure 5, the receptive field of the models
effectively changes by using the same network architecture for
all sampling rates. For the higher sampling rate, the model
covers a short time period and focuses on high-frequency
components, while at a lower sampling rate, it covers a longer
time period and focuses on low-frequency components. Our
intention with the hierarchical diffusion model matches this
design because the models are expected to use the conditioned
lower sampling rate data xi+1

0 upto the Nyquist frequency fi+1
s

2
and focus on transforming the acoustic features to the high-
frequency components of the waveform.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Dataset

We use the NUS48E [43] and NHSS [44] corpora to train
and test our ROSVC model. NUS48E consists of 12 singers
(six male and six female), four songs for each singer, while
NHSS consists of 10 singers (five male and five female),
ten songs each. We use ten singers from NUS48E and eight
singers from NHSS for development and the remaining four
for the evaluation on unseen singers. The development set is
randomly split into 90%–5%–5% for training–validation–test
sets. For the accompaniment music data used in Robustify, we
use MUSDB18 [45], which includes 100 and 50 professionally
recorded songs, for the Dev and Test sets, respectively. We use
bass, drums, other tracks to form accompaniments. Twenty
RIRs are generated using a reverb plug-in to simulate the
reverb effect. We split them into 80%-20% for the train-test
sets. For the training of the HPG vocoder, we also use an
internal corpus consists of eight singers (five male and three
female), from 50 to 80 songs each. All data are resampled to
24kHz.
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TABLE I
Objective evaluation of one-shot SVC methods on Clean dataset. * indicates minimum PMAE.

Model Seen Unseen
PFD ↓ Identity ↑ PMAE ↓ PFD ↓ Identity ↑ PMAE ↓

Ground Truth - 0.87 - - 0.87 -
VQVC+ [18] 0.99 0.76 65.0∗ 1.04 0.76 49.6∗

FragmentVC [20] 0.70 0.77 61.8∗ 0.55 0.75 48.6∗
AdaINVC [17] 0.76 0.80 64.7∗ 0.67 0.82 59.4∗
AdaINVC+f0 0.73 0.82 44.8 0.60 0.79 26.3

UCDSVC [4]+enc 0.62 0.85 12.6 0.45 0.85 12.0
ROSVC (Ours) 0.54 0.89 8.6 0.37 0.87 9.0

B. Training

We use an 80-band mel spectrogram at log-scale as the
acoustic feature. We set the FFT size to 2048 and hop size
to 300. In the first stage, the ROSVC model is trained for
150 epochs with a batch size of 16, and a learning rate
of 0.0001 with the AdamW optimizer. We set λcl = 0.1,
λf0 = λcyc = 5, λsty = λds = 1, and λasr = 10. Exponential
moving averages over parameters [46] of all modules except
D are employed as in [41]. During the second stage of the
training, namely Robustify, we randomly select the RIR and
convolve it with the clean singing voice to form a reverberant
signal. To augment the data, the reverberant singing voice is
mixed with the original clean signal as γx∗r+(1−γ)x, where
x denote the clean signal, r the RIR, and γ ∈ [0, 1] the random
scalar value. Accompaniment music is generated by randomly
scaling instrument tracks (bass, drums, other) with a range of
[0.75, 1.25] and mixing them. We freeze the model parameters
trained in the first stage and train the enhancement blocks only
for 150 epochs with a batch size of 16, and a learning rate of
0.0001 with the AdamW optimizer as described in Sec. IV.

For the HPG vocoder training, we follow the settings used
in [29], [38]: the models are trained for 1M steps with a batch
size of 16, learning rate of 2 × 10−4, and Adam optimizer
[47]. We apply the proposed hierarchical diffusion model to
PriorGrad [38] and evaluate two models: the 2-stage Hierar-
chical PriorGrad (HPG-2) with (f1s , f

2
s ) = (24k, 6k) and the

3-stage Hierarchical PriorGrad (HPG-3) with (f1s , f
2
s , f

2
s ) =

(24k, 12k, 6k). The inference noise schedule is set to [0.0001,
0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.2, 0.5] with Tinfer = 6 as in [38].

VII. RESULTS: ONE-SHOT SVC

A. Comparison with state-of-the-art models on clean data

Objective evaluation We randomly select singers and
songs for sources and targets and generate 400 8s samples
for each seen-to-seen and unseen-to-unseen singer case for
each model. We use three metrics for objective test: phonetic
feature distance (PED), identity, and pitch mean absolute
error (PMAE). PED is used to evaluate the linguistic content
preservation; we extract features from the source and converted
samples using the encoder of the end-to-end speech recogni-
tion system [48] provided in ESPNet [49] and calculate the l2
distance. Identity is the cosine similarity of d-vectors extracted
from a speaker verification model [50] as in [51]. We use
the PMAE between the target F0 and the F0 extracted from
the converted sample. For models that do not have explicit

TABLE II
Subjective evaluation of one-shot SVC methods on clean data.

Model Seen Unseen
Natural. SIM Natural. SIM

Ground Truth 4.65 4.46 4.54 4.38
UCDSVC [4]+enc 2.13 2.79 2.17 2.51

ROSVC (Ours) 3.83 4.44 4.08 4.18

target pitch conditioning, we scale the source F0 to produce the
minimum PMAE and report the minimum value (mPMAE).

We first compare the proposed method with the five base-
lines using objective metrics on the clean dataset to evaluate
the one-shot SVC capability. Three one-shot voice conver-
sion methods, namely, FragmentVC [20], VQVC+ [18], and
AdaINVC [17] are adopted for the SVC. We also evaluate an
AdaINVC model extended with the proposed target pitch con-
ditioning method. Finally, we also include an SVC approach,
UCDSVC [4] as a baseline. Since UCDSVC is originally for
many-to-many scenarios, we extend it to one-shot SVC by
replacing the singer look-up table with the same style encoder
as that of the proposed model.

The results for seen-to-seen and unseen-to-unseen singer
cases are shown in Table I. VQVC+, FragmentVC, and
AdaINVC have high PMAE values, indicating that directly
using one-shot VC approaches for SVC fails to preserve
melodic contents as they do not involve an explicit pitch
conditioning mechanism. Adding the pitch conditioning to
AdaINVC improves the PMAE, but it remains relatively high.
The extension of the UCDSVC [4] performs best among the
baselines. The proposed method outperforms all baselines in
all metrics, indicating that the converted samples maintain
phonetic and melodic contents well and that their singer
identities are closer to the target singers.

Subjective test We asked 34 audio engineers to rate the
naturalness of the audio samples on a scale of 1–5 (1: Bad, 2:
Poor, 3: Fair, 4: Good, 5: Excellent). We also asked them
to evaluate the similarity to the reference voice in 1 to 5
scale disregarding the distortion, where 1 indicates completely
different and 5 indicates exactly the same singer. We report
the mean opinion score (MOS).

The subjective test results on the clean dataset are shown
in Table II. We compare the proposed model and UCDSVC,
as it is shown to be the most effective among the baselines in
the objective evaluation. As observed, the proposed ROSVC
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TABLE III
Subjective metrics on Distorted dataset (Unseen).

Data Distortion Model Natural. SIMSrc Ref
Synthetic w/o Robustify 4.08 4.18

Synthetic ✓
w/o Robustify 2.90 3.29
ROSVC (Ours) 3.45 4.00

Synthetic ✓
w/o Robustify 3.86 2.96
ROSVC (Ours) 4.45 3.76

Synthetic ✓ ✓
w/o Robustify 3.24 3.44
ROSVC (Ours) 3.85 4.22

MUSDB18 ✓ ✓
w/o Robustify 3.54 3.76
ROSVC (Ours) 3.87 4.22

TABLE IV
Ablation study on seen singers. ∗ denotes the mPMAE.

Model PFD Identity PMAE
StarGANv2 0.51 0.87 20.6∗
+ one-shot 0.51 0.87 22.5∗

+ pitch 0.51 0.86 7.5
+ HPG 0.54 0.89 8.6

outperforms the baseline by a significant margin in both
seen and unseen cases. Moreover, the similarity score of the
proposed method on seen singers matches that of the ground
truth. Even though the similarity score slightly decreases on
unseen singers, it remains high and close to that of the ground
truth data. These results confirm that the proposed method is
generalized to unseen singers and can generate a singing voice
from an unseen singer.

B. Analysis of individual components

We verify our design choice by progressively adding the
proposed components to the baseline StarGANv2 [40]. This
evaluation is conducted on seen singers because the base
StarGANv2 model only supports many-to-many conversion.
As shown in Table IV, when we replace the domain-specific
style encoder with the domain-independent style encoder, we
do not observe much degradation. This suggests that one-
shot capability is feasible with no additional cost. However,
as suggested by the high mPMAE values, their results sound
off-pitch. The proposed pitch conditioning improves the pitch
reconstruction accuracy significantly. By replacing the PWG
vocoder with HPG, we can observe an improvement in the
singer identity similarity and a slight degradation on the PFD
and PMAE scores. In our listening test, we found that this
degradation is negligible, but the improvement on the singer
similarity is significant. Thus, we use HPG for the rest of our
experiments.

C. Robustness against distortions

Next, we investigate the robustness against distortions in
the singing voice. In the synthetic dataset, we add the reverb
and accompaniment music to (i) the reference only, (ii) source
only, and (iii) both the source and reference. All singers are
unseen during the training in this experiment. We also evaluate
the models on non-synthetic data using the MUSDB18 dataset.

We manually crop the segments that contain only a single
vocal from five songs of different singers and use them for
evaluation. Note that the evaluation on MUSDB18 dataset is
more challenging because MUSDB18 dataset is not used for
training and there is a considerable domain gap; vocal tracks
in MUSDB18 may contain other types of distortions such as
dynamic range compression, and the accompaniment music is
musically aligned with the singing voice, meaning that they
have the same code progression and vocal tones and are often
overlapped with the accompaniments.

We conducted a subjective test in the same manner as
described in Sec. VII-A and report the mean opinion scores of
naturalness and similarity. We compare the proposed ROSVC
model with the model without Robustify (first stage only) to
highlight the effect of the second stage training. The results
are shown in Table III. The distortions indeed degrade the
performance of the model without Robustify. The distortion
on the source tends to degrade the naturalness more while the
distortion on the reference tends to degrade the similarity. The
proposed Robustify method significantly improves the subjec-
tive scores in all cases, thus demonstrating its effectiveness. It
is also worth noting that the naturalness and similarity scores
on MUSDB18 match those on Synthetic data. These results
indicate that the ROSVC can be generalized to unseen domain
data.

VIII. COMPARISON OF NEURAL VOCODERS

To further highlight the effectiveness of the proposed hier-
archical architecture in a diffusion-based vocoder, we com-
pare the proposed HPG with the baseline diffusion-model,
PriorGrad† [38]. Additionally, we evaluate two GAN-based
vocoders: Parallel WaveGAN‡ (PWG) [28] and HiFi-GAN§

[33]. PWG is used as a baseline because recent state-of-the-art
text-to-speech models (such as FastSpeech2 [52], DiffSinger
[53]) and voice conversion models (such as StarGANv2-VC
[40] and ACNN-VC [54]) commonly utilize PWG. All models
are trained on the same singing voice dataset by following the
instructions in the publicly available implementations†‡§.

A. Evaluation on voice-converted acoustic features

We generate 80 voice-converted mel-spectrograms using the
proposed ROSVC model by randomly choosing source and
reference singing voices. We then generate waveform using
different vocoders. For subjective evaluation, 20 raters rated
the naturalness of samples using headphones on a five-point
scale (1: Bad, 2: Poor, 3: Fair, 4: Good, 5: Excellent), and we
report the mean opinion score (MOS). As for the objective
metrics, since there is no ground truth for converted voices,
we evaluate voice quality using the predicted MOS (pMOS)
introduced in [55]. We also evaluated PMAE between the pitch
of the target and the converted voice. The results are shown in
Table V⋆. As we can observe, the proposed model outperforms
the baselines in all metrics.

†https://github.com/microsoft/NeuralSpeech
‡https://github.com/kan-bayashi/ParallelWaveGAN
§https://github.com/jik876/hifi-gan

https://github.com/microsoft/NeuralSpeech
https://github.com/kan-bayashi/ParallelWaveGAN
https://github.com/jik876/hifi-gan
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TABLE V
Comparison of singing voice vocoders on SVC task.

Model MOS [↑] pMOS [↑] PMAE [↓]
PWG [28] 2.81 3.40 3.22

HiFi-GAN [33] 2.87 3.47 4.39
PriorGrad [38] 3.26 3.68 3.25
HPG-2 (Ours) 4.07 3.70 3.06

We compare the MOS of the models in Table V. Unlike
in the speech domain, PWG and HiFi-GAN often suffer from
unnatural shakes in pitch when the original singing voice has
vibrato, which is possibly one of the reasons for the low MOS.
PriorGrad does not produce such unnatural pitch shakes and
obtains a higher MOS than PWG. The proposed HPG clearly
outperforms all the baselines, providing the best quality. We
also evaluate a preference score, where raters were asked
which of A and B was more natural, with A and B randomly
chosen from HPG-2 and PriorGrad. We observe that 85.3% of
the time, raters preferred HPG-2.

B. Evaluation on oracle acoustic features

We also conducted an objective evaluation with oracle mel-
spectrogram features. We use five metrics: (i) real time factor
(RTF), measured on a machine with a GeForce RTX 3090 to
evaluate the computational cost; (ii) PMAE between the oracle
and generated samples, where the pitch is extracted using the
WORLD vocoder [56]; (iii) voicing decision error (VDE) [57],
which measures the portion of frames with voicing decision
error; (iv) multi-resolution STFT error (MR-STFT) [28]; and
(v) Mel cepstral distortion (MCD) [58]. We report the average
values of the metrics on the test set. From the results in
Table VI, we can observe that GAN-based methods have
higher PMAE values than diffusion-based methods, which is
consistent with the subjective observation. In contrast, GAN-
based methods obtain lower MR-STFT and MCD values,
which is inconsistent with the subjective results. This may
be because PWG and HiFi-GAN includes MR-STFT loss or
mel-pictogram loss for the training and hence can obtain lower
values for the metrics that are related to distortion of the
spectrogram. These results suggest that MR-STFT and MCD
may be insufficient to evaluate the perceptual quality of a
singing voice. We also evaluate the effect of increasing the
hierarchy to 3-stage and find that HPG-3 further improves
the objective metrics with a 30% increase in computational
cost. For a fair comparison, we train a larger PriorGrad model
(PriorGrad-L) by increasing the number of layers and channels
to L = 40 and 80, respectively. PriorGrad-L has the receptive
field of 341 ms, which is larger than that of HPG-2 (320
ms) and PriorGrad (256 ms). However, PriorGrad-L performs
similarly to PriorGrad and worse than HPGs. These results
suggest that the proposed HPG more efficiently scales to the
larger model.

C. The effect of conditioning with lower sampling rate signal

Finally, we investigate how the HPG model uses the condi-
tioning data. For this, we replace either the mel-spectrogram c

TABLE VI
Objective test results. For all metrics, lower is better.

Model RTF PMAE VDE MR-STFT MCD
PWG [28] 0.067 3.12 5.61 1.09 6.63

HiFi-GAN [33] 0.006 3.13 3.91 0.90 3.84
PriorGrad [38] 0.066 1.80 3.96 1.34 9.62

PriorGrad-L 0.093 2.08 3.86 1.38 9.47
HPG-2 (Ours) 0.070 1.82 3.47 1.13 8.97
HPG-3 (Ours) 0.100 1.67 3.32 1.07 8.12
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Fig. 6. Spectrograms of generated data with different conditioning.

or the data at the lower sampling rate x20 of the HPG-2 model
to zero data during inference and plot the pictograms of the
generated the samples. As shown in Figure 6 (b), the model
generates the signal under the Nyquist frequency of the lower
module f2

s

2 even when the mel-spectrogram is replaced with
zero (b). On the other hand, when the low sampling rate data
x20 is replaced with zero (Figure 6 (c)), the model generates
only high-frequency components. These results show that the
low-frequency components are generated mostly based on x20,
as expected, even though c contains the information on the
low-frequency components, which demonstrates effectiveness
of direct access to the waveform at a lower sampling rate.
Audio samples are available at our website*.

IX. CONCLUSION

We tackled the problem of one-shot SVC with realistic
distortion in singing voices, namely, the distortions caused by
reverb and accompaniment music. To this end, we proposed
a neural network architecture for accurate pitch condition-
ing, two-stage training for improving the robustness against
distortions, and hierarchical diffusion-based neural vocoder
to improve the naturalness of singing voices. Objective and
subjective experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
model outperforms state-of-the-art baselines and is robust to
noisy data.
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